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ABSTRACT 
 
Publishers’ frequent revisions of Chinese textbooks in Hong Kong primary schools leave doubts 
whether the contents of the newly revised textbooks facilitate children’s reading development. 
The present study was to investigate whether smooth transition within version and smooth 
transitions across versions could be achieved in grades at which replacements of textbooks took 
place. The parameters chosen were to reflect on the cognitive loading and phonological 
metalinguistic awareness. The transitions were said to be smooth when the findings shown by the 
parameters went in line with the theoretical evidence. For example, the number of different 
characters introduced increased with grades due to the increasing demand on the cognitive 
loading. Lower graders (grade 1 to 3 students) should be exposed to more regular characters pro 
rata for the development of early metalinguistic awareness. The findings revealed that the effect 
of the transitions increases with grades and that the old-versioned contents seemed to facilitate 
children’s development of phonetic regularity and consistency knowledge more than the new 
ones.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 There are about fifty publishers for Chinese books of primary schools in Hong Kong 
(Textbook Committee Education and Manpower Bureau, 2004). However, only 5 to 6 publishers 
are used in most primary schools (more than 80%). Many of them publish new versions of books 
frequently amid widespread condemnation from the public (Hong Kong Economic Times, 2006; 
retrieved from the post on 15
th
 September, 2006). The phenomenon persists despite the 
Education and Manpower Bureau’s prohibition in publishing revised books within three years 
unless the publishers have necessary need for large-scale structural revision (EMB, 2004). It 
raises questions whether the contents of newly revised textbooks foster appropriate reading 
development in children. 
 Reading development should compromise a progressive increase in children’s cognitive 
loading. It is due to the fact that children have to learn more new characters as they progress for 
reading comprehension and writing. The increasing loading might be reflected by, for example, 
the increased number of different characters introduced towards higher grades. 
 Along with the compromised demand on cognitive loading, learning to read Chinese 
might require continuing proliferation of metalinguistic awareness (Li, Anderson, Nagy & Zhang, 
2002; Shu & Anderson, 1999; Ho & Bryant, 1997b). According to Shu and Anderson (1999), 
metalinguistic awareness refers to awareness of “the basic units of spoken language, the basic 
units of the writing system, and the mapping between the two” (p.1). The basic unit of spoken 
Chinese is syllable while the basic symbol of the writing system is character. Without grapheme-
phoneme correspondence rules – the correspondence mapping between a letter and a sound as in 
alphabetic languages such as English – in Chinese, the mapping between the two systems in 
general is syllable-to-character, for example, the syllable /ts
hɪ ŋ1/ maps to the character 青 [pale 
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green]. For some characters, the mapping between the two systems is syllable-to-radical (radical 
is a component of character), e.g., the syllable /ts
hɪ ŋ1/ maps to the radical 青 [pale green] of 
the character 清 [clear]. This might lead to the assumption that Chinese children learn to read 
characters by rote memorization and learn each one as an unanalyzed whole. However, it has 
been proved that Chinese children are able to develop phonological skills which help them 
pronounce characters (Chen, Wu & Anderson, 2003; Shu & Anderson, 1999; Ho & Bryant, 
1997b). The Chinese writing system is explained prior to the discussion of the development of 
phonological skills in relation to the metalinguistic awareness. 
 There are six categories of constructing Chinese characters – pictograph of objects (象形), 
denotation of events (指事), ideograph (會意), phonetic-semantic compound (形聲), figurative 
extension of meaning (轉注), and phonetic loan (假借) (The Encyclopedic Dictionary of the 
Chinese Language, 1988). It is noteworthy that phonetic-semantic compound characters 
(phonetic compound hereafter) constitute more than 80% of modern Chinese characters. It can be 
deduced that phonetic compounds play an important role in learning to read Chinese. Each 
phonetic compound consists of a phonetic radical and a semantic radical. Phonetic radical 
contains information of the character’s pronunciation, whereas semantic radical carries 
information regarding the meaning of the character. For example, 枱/thɔ i2/ [table] consists of 
the phonetic radical 台 /thɔ i 4/ [platform] and the semantic radical 木/muk6/ [wood]. As 
learning to read Chinese is the focus of the present study, more attention would be put on the role 
of phonetic radical. Despite the information provided, phonetic radicals would sometimes 
contribute incorrect and inconsistent cues to the pronunciation of the character. On this front, 
concepts of phonetic regularity and consistency have been introduced. 
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 Phonetic regularity is a localized term which concerns the character itself only. It refers 
to the relationship between the pronunciation of the whole character and that of its phonetic 
radical. There are three types of phonetic compounds growing out from the definition – regular, 
semi-regular and irregular phonetic compounds. Regular phonetic compounds are those 
characters which have pronunciations similar to the pronunciation of their phonetic radicals. In 
other words, the pronunciations of the character and its phonetic radical share the same onset, 
rime and tone. For example, the pronunciation of 清/tshɪ ŋ1/ [clear] is the same as its phonetic 
radical 青/tshɪ ŋ1/ [pale green]. Semi-regular phonetic compounds refer to those characters 
whose pronunciations differ from the pronunciation of their phonetic radical either in their tones 
only e.g. 請/tshɪ ŋ2/ [please] versus 青/tshɪ ŋ1/ [pale green], in their onsets only e.g. 板/pan2/ 
[board] versus 反/fan2/ [inverted] or in their rimes only e.g. 泥/lɐ i4/ [mud] versus 尼/lei4/ 
[nun]. Irregular phonetic compounds are those characters whose pronunciations are totally 
different from those of their phonetic radicals (e.g. 曬/sai3/ [shine] versus its phonetic radical 麗
/lɐ i6/ [pretty] ).  
 On top of the phonetic regularity, phonological consistency is a term that considers the 
pronunciations of all family neighbors which share the same phonetic radical. A phonetic family 
with high consistency represents that the number of phonological realizations of the family 
neighbors is small. For example, the phonetic family of 胡/wu4/ [reckless] in the corpus of 
Leung and Lee (2002) has a high consistency value as its phonological neighbors as shown 蝴
/wu4/ [butterfly], 湖/wu4/ [lake], 糊/wu4/ [glue], 鬍/wu4/ [beard], 葫/wu4/ [bottle] share the 
same pronunciation /wu4/. In other words, the number of phonological realizations of this family 
is 1, and hence the family which shares the same phonetic radical 胡 /wu4/ [reckless] is highly 
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consistent. In contrast, a family with low consistency implies that there are more phonological 
realizations among family neighbors. For example, the phonetic family of 包/pao1/ [bread] in 
the same corpus has a low consistency value as there are 6 realizations among its neighbors 跑
/p
h
ao2/ [run], 抱/phou5/ [embrace], 袍/phou4/ [gown], 飽/pao2/ [full], 砲/phao3/ [cannon], 刨
/p
h
ao4/ [shave]. 
 Chen, Wu and Anderson (2003) have reviewed from many studies that the awareness of 
phonetic regularity and consistency knowledge are essential in learning to read and are 
developed in stages throughout the reading development, which will be described later. If 
children could not develop such knowledge, it is expected that they have to acquire characters by 
using rote memory. Given that there are about 4000 different characters learnt during primary 
school years, acquisition of characters by rote memorization definitely poses tremendous 
cognitive loading, which would in turn lead to reduced efficiency in learning from texts. Since 
42% of characters learnt in primary schools are phonetic compounds which include regular, 
semi-regular and irregular phonetic compounds (Leung & Lee, 2002), children who have 
acquired more sophisticated phonetic knowledge do not need to use rote memorization to acquire 
all characters. In other words, they are able to learn to read Chinese characters more easily. 
 With the basic understanding of the concepts of phonetic regularity and consistency, the 
development of phonological skills in learning to read Chinese is discussed in greater details 
below. Chen et al. (2003) suggested that, in the development of Chinese reading, children first 
regard all phonetic compounds as regular characters. They tend to depend on the phonetic 
radicals to pronounce characters. Ho and Bryant (1997a) have demonstrated that grade 1 students 
depended on phonetic radicals for sound cues in naming Chinese characters. However, as only 
25% of phonetic compounds are regular characters (Leung & Lee, 2002), this preliminary 
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reading strategy is ineffective and contributes to many over generalization errors. Considering 
the previous example of 包/pao1/ [bread], if children only draw their attention to the phonetic 
radical, they would simply pronounce all its phonological neighbors 跑/phao2/ [run], 抱/phou5/ 
[embrace], 袍/phou4/ [gown], 飽/pao2/ [full], 砲/phao3/ [cannon], 刨/phao4/ [shave] as /pao1/. 
After children have developed the basic concept of phonetic regularity, they progress to reach a 
more advanced stage, in which they attend to the partial information of the semi-regular 
characters. They have also come to realize that phonetic radicals do not provide exact and 
consistent information of the characters’ pronunciation. It requires them to differentiate regular, 
semi-regular and irregular characters. After they have become sensitive to the small differences 
in those characters’ pronunciations, they can draw their attention to the cueing information of 
semi-regular characters (Shu, Bi & Wu, 2003; Anderson, Li, Ku, Shu & Wu, 2003; Ho & Bryant, 
1997a). Among the types of semi-regular characters, tone-different characters provide most 
information of the syllable while rime-different characters contain the least and are of the 
smallest proportion (4.6%) (Leung & Lee, 2002). Despite the useful information of tone-
different characters, Anderson and associates (2003) found that “repeated exposure, or maybe 
explicit instruction, is necessary for children to use partial information” (p.199). It can be 
deduced that it is best, at least, to have more semi-regular characters in lower grades to develop 
children’s knowledge of using partial information. 
 Along with the ability of using partial information to read, children at a more advanced 
stage also consider phonological neighbors’ pronunciations when reading novel or unfamiliar 
characters. Chen et al. (2003) believe that children using knowledge of phonological consistency 
to read could make significant improvement in predicting the pronunciations of unfamiliar 
phonetic compounds. The authors suggest that children tend to use the pronunciation of the most 
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dominant phonological neighbor in judging a novel character as shown in the study of Shu, Zhou 
and Wu (2000). It is expected that the phonological consistency knowledge improves and 
becomes more sophisticated when students enter university. The slow development of such 
knowledge is accounted for by the fact that only very few characters that children encounter in 
the early grades have phonological neighbors. Another reason is that consistency changes as 
children acquire more characters and add them to phonetic families. 
 In summary, the development of metalinguistic awareness is grounded upon the 
arrangement of texts they are repeatedly exposed to. It is assumed that the metalinguistic 
awareness will be developed if children’s reading exposure goes in line with the described stages 
of learning to read, which in turn benefit their reading development. 
 Given the above descriptions of the relations between metalinguistic awareness and 
cognitive loading and reading development in primary school children, it raises questions 
whether the contents of the newly revised textbooks can cause smooth transitions within version 
and across versions. Smooth transitions within version concern grade 1 students, who are going 
to use the newly revised textbooks for 6 years, assuming no further revisions of textbooks in the 
years to come, whereas smooth transitions across versions are related to those students who have 
to change the version of their learning materials accordingly. For example, grade 6 students have 
to replace the old-versioned books which they have used for 5 years with the new one and they 
are going to use the new materials for only 1 year. 
 When brought to hinge with the development of metalinguistic awareness and the 
compromised cognitive loading on different grades, the smooth transition within version could 
be manifested: the number of different characters would increase with grades due to the 
expectation of greater cognitive loading on higher graders for handling increasingly complex 
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reading comprehension and writing (EMB, 2001). Chen et al. (2003) revealed that normally 
developing children began to regard all phonetic compounds as regular characters when learning 
to read. It might suggest that their exposure to regular characters e.g. 清/tshɪ ŋ1/ [clear] are very 
important in the early stage of reading development as children start to use the phonological 
information of phonetic compounds for pronunciation. Therefore, it is expected that the 
proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of regular characters are the greatest in grade 1 
and decrease progressively with grades. As children progress, the texts they are repeatedly 
exposed to have to improve their knowledge of flexibly extracting information from phonetic 
radicals. Hence the proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of regular and semi-regular 
(tone-different and onset different) compound characters are greatest in grade 1 and decrease 
progressively with grades. It would also be better if the lower graders can first acquire those 
phonetic radicals that can stand in isolation as characters before their phonological neighbors 
(independent phonetics hereafter) because this can promote children’s knowledge in script-sound 
regularities. It is expected that the number of independent phonetics is greatest in grade 1 and 
progressively decreases with grades and that more than 50% of their phonological neighbors 
should have appeared after them. The smooth transition within version can be established if the 
above parameters are fulfilled. It is noteworthy that although some researchers emphasized the 
explicit teaching of roles and functions of the phonetic radicals starting from grade 1, too much 
spotlight shedding on the phonetic radicals might lead to more over-generalization errors and 
deter students from developing more advanced metalinguistic awareness. 
 The smooth transitions across versions are evaluated in five grades. It is the aim of the 
present study to investigate the differences between the old contents that graders just learnt in the 
last year and the new ones that they start to learn. Hence the focus is set on the years at which the 
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replacements of textbooks take place. For instance, for grade 3 students, comparison is made 
only between the old-versioned contents of grade 2 textbooks and the new-versioned ones of 
grade 3 textbooks. The transition is said to be smooth when the change goes in line with the 
above parameters in a gentle and progressive manner. Taking the transition at grade 3 as an 
example, if the number of different characters introduced in the old-versioned contents of grade 
2 textbooks is greater than that introduced in the new-versioned contents of grade 3 textbooks, 
unsmooth transition is resulted. The other parameters are also considered in the same way to 
justify the smoothness of transitions. 
 Hence the present study attempts to answer two questions: (1) Can smooth transition 
within version be achieved with the use of the latest version of Chinese textbooks? And (2) Can 
smooth transitions across versions be achieved for those who are facing the fact that the old-
versioned books are replaced by the new ones? The first issue addresses the comparison across 
grades for the new version; the second issue concerns the transition period during which students 
switch using the latest versions of textbooks.  
METHOD 
 The present study is based on an assumption that the Chinese textbooks used in schools 
represent the exposure of school-aged children to Chinese characters. It is observed that 
nowadays primary students in Hong Kong encounter tremendous stress from their parents on 
many aspects. Children have to take many interest classes after school so they are trained to be 
all-rounded. Most parents are so examination-oriented that children have to revise chapters 
included in the examination syllabus many times. This reduces children’s chances of reading 
other texts. In other words, their textbooks actually represent their exposure to Chinese 
characters. 
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 Characters were drawn from the teaching passage in every chapter in the twenty four 
volumes of the Chinese textbooks published by Keys Press and Longman Hong Kong Education, 
which are among the most frequently used publishers. There are six grades in primary schools in 
Hong Kong. Each grade contains four volumes of textbooks, two semesters with two volumes of 
textbooks each. Characters were input into the computer manually. The data were processed with 
the software, Filemaker Pro version 8.0. It is noteworthy that although there are workbooks, 
worksheets and exercises for each grade as published, they are not included in this study for the 
focus of the study is on the passages of the textbooks only. There are some quantitative 
measurements for the contents of the materials under investigation. The parameters involve two 
levels: character level and sub-character level. To answer the two questions of the present study, 
there are two quantitative comparisons – (1) transition across grades in the newly revised version 
and (2) transitions across versions. 
 The parameters at character level include (1) the number and proportion of new 
characters learnt by grade, (2) the proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of phonetic 
compounds by grade, (3) the proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of phonetic radicals 
that can stand alone as characters (independent phonetics hereafter) (e.g. 我 /ŋɔ 5/ [me] as in 鵝
/ŋɔ 4/ [goose] ) by grade, (4) the number of independent phonetics and their phonological 
neighbors by grade, (5) the proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of non-phonetic 
compounds (非形聲字) that can be phonetic radicals (positive non-phonetic compounds 
hereafter) (e.g. 非 /fei1/ [not] as in 悲/bei1/ [sad] ) by grade; those at sub-character level include 
(6) the proportion and frequency-weighted proportions of regular, semi-regular and irregular 
phonetic characters by grade, (7) the number and family size of phonetic families by grade. 
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Frequency-weighted proportion is considered because taking a character’s frequency into 
account models a child’s language experience more accurately (Shu, 2003). 
 For the sake of the smooth transition within version, the expected results are as follows. 
The number of new characters introduced increases with grades. It is due to the increasing 
cognitive loading towards higher graders as they have to acquire more characters for reading 
comprehension and writing. Concerning the issue of phonological regularity, the proportion and 
frequency-weighted proportion of phonetic compounds increase with grades. Lower graders 
(grade 1 to 3 students) are expected to acquire more independent phonetics and positive non-
phonetic compounds at the beginning of reading development in primary school. Therefore, 
phonetic compounds are proportionally fewer in lower grades. The proportion and frequency-
weighted proportion of independent phonetics and positive non-phonetic compounds decrease 
with grades. To foster the development of metalinguistic awareness, children should acquire 
more regular and semi-regular characters at their early school years. Therefore, the proportion 
and frequency-weighted proportion of regular and semi-regular characters decrease with grades. 
On the contrary, lower graders should encounter fewer irregular characters at the early stage of 
regularity development. Thus the proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of irregular 
characters increase with grades. On top of the development of phonological regularity, it is best 
if children acquire the independent phonetics (e.g. 胡 /wu4/ [reckless] ) prior to their 
phonological neighbors (e.g. 蝴/wu4/ [butterfly], 湖/wu4/ [lake], 糊/wu4/ [glue], 鬍/wu4/ 
[beard], 葫/wu4/ [bottle] ). Therefore it is expected more than 50% of independent phonetics 
have been acquired before or at the same grade as their phonological neighbors. 
 There are five comparisons in the corresponding transitions across grades between the 
new- and old-versioned contents. The comparisons in the transitions can be shown as follows. 
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Table 1. The number of years that old- and new-versioned books are used in different grades 
Grade 2 3 4 5 6 
Number of years that old-versioned books are used 1 2 3 4 5 
Number of years that new-versioned books are used 5 4 3 2 1 
 
 The focus of the transitions across versions lies on the differences between the old 
contents that children just learnt in the last year and the new ones that they start to learn. There 
are five sub-sections representing the five cases of the transitions. Parameters used in the 
comparisons in the transitions included (1) the percentage change in the number of new 
characters introduced, (2) the percentage change in the number of phonetic compounds, (3) the 
percentage change in the number of regular characters plus tone-different characters, (4) the 
percentage change in the number of irregular characters, (5) the percentage change in the number 
of independent phonetics, (6) the percentage change in the number of positive non-phonetic 
compounds, (7) the percentage change in the number of phonological neighbors found in the 
same or later years of the introduction of their phonetic radicals (positive neighbors hereafter), 
and (8) the percentage change in the number of phonetic families. 
 The transitions across versions are said to be smooth if the contents measured by the 
parameters can facilitate children’s reading development. It is expected that there are percentage 
increases in the number of new characters introduced due to the increasing demand on cognitive 
loading, the proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of phonetic compounds, irregular 
characters and mean phonological family members, while there are percentage decreases in the 
proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of regular and semi-regular characters, 
independent phonetics, and positive non-phonetic compounds in the transitions. 
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RESULTS 
 There are two sections in this part. The first section, which is labeled as “Transition 
within version”, only shows the findings of the newly revised textbooks. The second section, 
named as “Transition across versions”, is divided into five sub-sections which focus on the 
corresponding transitions in grades where the replacements of textbooks take place. 
Transitions within version 
 Graph 1 shows the number and proportion of new characters introduced in grades. Since 
the number of characters introduced in preschool varies across kindergartens, representing it with 
one single number may not truly reflect the whole picture. Therefore it is assumed that the 
number of new characters introduced in grade 1 equals to that of different characters. In addition 
to the decrease in the proportion of new characters introduced across grades, the percentage 
decrease in the proportion increases with grades. The results are similar to the finding of Shu et 
al. (2003) in which lower graders have to shoulder the heaviest responsibility of learning 
characters. 
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Graph 1. The proportion of new characters introduced across grades 
 Concerning the types of characters, table 2 shows that phonetic compounds constitute 
65% of total characters. It is surprising to find that there is a great discrepancy with the findings 
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(i.e. 72%) in the corpus of Leung and Lee (2002). Proportion of compound characters increases 
slowly across grades. When frequency is taken into account, it is observed that the proportion in 
all grades decreases. The frequency-weighted proportion fluctuates at around 45% across grades. 
 Table 3 presents the proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of non-phonetic 
compounds that can become phonetic radicals. The results show that grade 1 and 2 students learn 
a higher proportion of non-phonetic compounds that can become phonetic radicals (positive non-
phonetic compounds) than their senior counterparts. On the contrary, the frequency-weighted 
proportion shows that the lower graders encounter those characters with lower frequency. 
Starting from grade 4, although students learn relatively fewer positive non-phonetic compounds, 
they can encounter those characters with higher frequency.  
 
Table 2. Proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of phonetic compounds by grades 
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Proportion of total .580 .599 .633 .642 .644 .644 
Frequency-weighted proportion .450 .456 .449 .453 .453 .452 
 
Table 3. Proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of positive non-phonetic compounds by 
grades 
 
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Proportion of total .563 .559 .534 .533 .535 .539 
Frequency-weighted proportion .533 .530 .529 .548 .557 .558 
 
 
 Table 4 shows that the proportion of independent phonetics decreases with grades. The 
results show that lower graders can acquire more independent phonetics in their early years 
before they have to acquire more characters later on. The findings are consistent with Leung and 
Lee (2002). 
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Table 4. Proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of independent phonetics by grades 
 
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Proportion of total .289 .269 .234 .221 .215 .214 
Frequency-weighted proportion .332 .327 .332 .339 .347 .351 
 
 Table 5 shows the relationship between the independent phonetics and their family 
neighbors across grades. There are totally 616 independent phonetic radicals. 37% of their 
phonological neighbors appear before the introduction of the phonetic radical; 26% appear at the 
same grade; and 37% appear in later grades. It is highlighted that grade 3 students acquire more 
phonological neighbors by proportion before the introduction of their phonetic radicals. 
 
Table 5. Number and proportion (in brackets) of independent phonetics and distribution of their 
family neighbors across grades 
 
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
Number and proportion upon independent 
phonetics’ first appearance 
 
281 (.46) 129 (.21) 78 (.13) 59 (.10) 36 (.06) 33 (.05) 
Number and proportion of phonological 
neighbors present before their phonetics 
 
- 58 (.45) 47 (.60) 41 (.69) 32 (.89) 29 (.88) 
Number and proportion of neighbors present 
in the same grade as their phonetics 
 
132 (.47) 18 (.14) 12 (.15) 11 (.19) 3 (.08) 4 (.12) 
Number and proportion of neighbors present 
after their phonetics 
 
149 (.53) 53 (.41) 19 (.24) 7 (.12) 1 (.03) - 
 
 
 Table 6 and 7 show the results at sub-character level. The former table presents the 
proportion and frequency-weighted proportion of different types of semi-regular characters. The 
results show that the proportion of regular character plus tone-different characters increases with 
grades. It is noted that proportion of irregular characters fluctuates across grades at around 12%. 
Table 7 reveals the number and family size of phonetic families by grade. As expected, the 
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number of phonetic families increases with grades. The increase in mean family size is small. 
Families containing one member are not included as they cannot be regarded as “families” if 
there is only one member. 
 
Table 6. Proportion and frequency-weighted proportion (in brackets) of regular, semi-regular, 
and irregular phonetic characters by grade 
 
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Regular .159 (.124) .175 (.133) .192 (.142) .209 (.141) .210 (.138) .202 (.144) 
Semiregular       
Tone-different .147 (.132) .143 (.135) .138 (.120) .128 (.121) .127 (.115) .126 (.110) 
Onset-different .0425 (.0450) .0399 (.0345) .0334 (.0356) .0361 (.0366) .0361 (.0374) .0388 (.0329) 
Rime-different .0442 (.0528) .0399 (.0492) .0392 (.0494) .0430 (.0450) .0405 (.0436) .0375 (.0455) 
Irregular .119 (.165) .112 (.163) .121 (.172) .119 (.187) .120 (.196) .126 (.206) 
 
 
Table 7. Number and family size of phonetic families by grade 
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Number of phonetic families 87 130 190 233 269 269 
Mean family size 2.64 2.93 3.14 3.26 3.27 3.28 
Range of family size 2-6 2-8 2-12 2-9 2-12 2-12 
 
Transition across versions 
 There are five sub-sections representing the five cases of the transitions. They are the 
transitions in grade 2 to grade 6.  
 Table 8 shows the comparison in percentage change between the old-versioned contents 
of textbooks and the new-versioned contents of textbooks across grades. The results reveal that 
grade 2 students who change to use the new-versioned book learn fewer new characters, phonetic 
compounds, positive non-phonetic compounds, independent phonetics, and fewer phonetic 
families. It is also noted that grade 2 students would encounter more irregular characters. The 
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greatest effect of the transition is on the number of new characters learnt and phonetic families. 
Despite fewer phonetic families, they learn more positive neighbors by proportion.  
Table 8. The percentage changes across 8 parameters in the transitions of grade 2 to 6. 
Parameters  Transitions across versions in grades 
2 3 4 5 6 
Cognitive loading 
 
New characters -13% -16% -18% -55% -78% 
 
Phonological 
metalinguistic 
awareness 
 
Phonetic 
regularity 
Phonetic compounds -1.60% -1.80% -3.20% -4.80% -5.30% 
Regular plus semi-
regular characters 
-1.30% -1.70% -1.20% -1.20% -0.50% 
Irregular characters +1.60% +0.80% +1.10% +1.50% +1.20% 
Independent 
phonetics 
-2.20% -2.70% -1.90% -1.70% -0.50% 
Positive non-
phonetic compounds 
-1.10% -1.50% -1.20% -0.70% +0.10% 
Phonological 
consistency 
Positive neighbors +6.20% -8.20% -5.10% -15.5% -0.50% 
Phonetic families -22% -19% -24% -21% -24% 
 
 The second case is to compare the old-versioned contents of grade 2 textbooks and the 
new-versioned contents of grade 3 textbooks. Similar to the transition in grade 2, the greatest 
effect is also on the number of new characters and phonetic families. It is noted that grade 3 
students learn fewer positive neighbors by proportion, unlike the pattern seen in the transition of 
grade 2.  
 The third case is to compare the old-versioned contents of grade 3 textbooks and the new-
versioned contents of grade 4 textbooks. Similarly, grade 4 students learn fewer new characters, 
fewer phonetic compounds (with fewer regular and tone-different characters), positive non-
phonetic compounds, independent phonetics, and positive neighbors by percentage. The greatest 
negative effects of the transition still lie on the number of new characters learnt and phonetic 
families.  
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 The fourth case is to compare the old-versioned contents of grade 4 textbooks and the 
new-versioned contents of grade 5 textbooks. The percentage of number of new characters learnt 
across the grades dramatically drops by 55% in the transition of grade 5. The changes in other 
parameters are subtle except in the number of positive neighbors. Unlike the transition of grade 4, 
the percentage decrease in positive neighbors increases in grade 5.  
 The fifth case is to compare the old-versioned contents of grade 5 textbooks and the new-
versioned contents of grade 6 textbooks. The percentage changes in number of positive non-
phonetic compounds, independent phonetics, positive neighbors, regular plus tone-different 
characters, and irregular characters are very small at around ±1%. It is noted that, however, grade 
6 students learn 78% fewer new characters when they change to study new-versioned textbooks. 
The results also show that they encounter fewer phonetic compounds and phonetic families by 
percentage. 
 Table 9. Average percentage changes of the transitions in the 8 parameters across grades. 
Grade 2 3 4 5 6 
Average percentage change -4.2% -6.3% -6.7% -12.3% -13.4% 
 
 Concerning the effects of the transitions across grades, the results are summarized in 
Table 9. Regardless of the nature of parameters, the revisions of Chinese textbooks exert greatest 
effect on grade 6, followed by grade 5. The effect on grade 2 is minimal. The results might be 
attributed to the large percentage decrease in the number of new characters learnt in grade 6 
(i.e.78%). It is also highlighted in the table 8 that grade 6 students encounter fewer phonetic 
compounds and phonetic families in terms of percentage than other graders. In the transition of 
grade 5, the new textbooks expose students to more characters whose phonetic radicals appear 
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later than they do when compared to the old ones. It is noteworthy that the transition makes 
grade 2 students exposed to irregular characters with the highest percentage increase. 
 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 There are two major objectives of this study. Firstly, it is to investigate whether smooth 
transitions across grades can be achieved in the newly revised textbooks. To put another way, 
can the contents learnt by grade 1 students through the six years go in line with researchers 
suggest for the development of reading? Secondly, it is also to investigate whether smooth 
transitions apply to those students who change to use the new-versioned books. 
 Based on the findings of “Transitions within version”, we now discuss how children’s 
reading development is affected when they are exposed to the newly revised texts. As expected, 
the number of different characters increases with grades. However, the number levels off in 
grade 5. It might be attributed to the focus on other skills required in higher grades such as 
compositional and analytical skills. However, when compared to the old-versioned contents, it is 
found that there are more different characters in grade 6 than in grade 5 (Leung & Lee, 2002). 
The proportions of different characters in grade 5 and 6 only constitute about 75% of all different 
characters, which are significantly lower than that in the old-versioned one (i.e. 85%). It can be 
concluded that children using the newly revised textbooks may not learn as many characters as in 
the last ones. This surely contradicts what EMB suggests for higher graders – acquisition of more 
characters for writing and reading comprehension. 
 As for the proportion of new characters introduced across grades, lower graders (grade 1 
to 3 students) bear the heaviest responsibility of learning new characters. The proportion of new 
characters learnt in these three years adds up to more than 75%. The results are similar to the 
finding of Shu et al. (2003). The authors reasoned that reading comprehension was emphasized 
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in higher grades and that higher graders are expected to learn characters on their own. However, 
it does not seem to be a sound reason for the students in Hong Kong. All students are encouraged 
to learn new characters on their own. The main focus should be on what kind of texts they should 
be exposed to in order to facilitate their learning. In other words, the matter lies on the quality 
but not quantity. Besides, EMB (2001) suggest that lower graders should focus on character-
recognition. It is interpreted as such lower graders would learn to read with considerations of 
characters’ orthography, phonology and meaning. As children have already acquired 
phonological lexicon before they enter schools, what they learn to read at school is to map the 
phonological lexicon onto the orthographic representation. Therefore, whether the characters 
would facilitate grade 2 and 3 students’ development in character-recognition becomes critical at 
large. Analysis of the new characters learnt in grade 2 and 3 reveals that there are only 41% and 
36% of new characters introduced (summation of regular, tone-different characters and non-
compound characters that can be phonetic radicals) that can facilitate the development of 
character-recognition. Hence it is not convincing to conclude that the new characters introduced 
to the low graders are substantially good for reading development. 
 Shu, Anderson and Wu (2000) pointed out that both regularity and familiarity (the 
frequency of the characters) influence children’s reading performance, but the effect of 
frequency is stronger relatively. It is found that the familiarity effect has a greater influence in 
lower grades, whereas the regularity effect has a greater affect in higher grades. In addition, Ho 
and Bryant (1997a) reveal that repeated exposure to tone-different characters is necessary for 
children to use the partial information for pronunciation. Despite some researchers’ suggestions 
of explicit teaching of roles and functions of phonetic radicals (Ho & Bryant, 1997a), the 
effectiveness of the suggestions was doubted as more over generalization errors might be 
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resulted. Given that only 20% of phonetic compounds are fully regular characters, using phonetic 
radicals for pronouncing characters is not an effective strategy. One of the possible solutions is 
that children are systematically exposed to texts, which progressively require flexible application 
of phonological regularity and consistency rule based on their knowledge about characters. 
 The current findings unveil that the proportion of phonetic compounds increases with 
grades ranging from 58% in grade 1 to 64% in grade 6. When character frequency is taken into 
account, however, the proportions of phonetic compounds drop dramatically and fluctuate at 
about 45% across grades. Although the frequency-weighted proportions of phonetic compounds 
appear unpromising, someone would argue that the focus should be put on those types of 
compound characters that facilitate reading development i.e. regular and tone-different characters 
(Ho & Bryant, 1997b; Chen et al., 2003). The findings show that the proportion of regular 
characters plus tone-different characters increases with grades. The frequency-weighted 
proportions show a peak in grade 3 and 4 at about 26%. This reveals that lower graders do not 
have sufficient opportunities to encounter as many regular and tone-different characters as 
possible in their early years of primary school. Hence, it can be deduced that, at least, poor 
readers may encounter more difficulties in reading in their lower grades and that the foundation 
of their phonological knowledge might not be well-built. Despite the unexpected trend in the 
proportion of regular and tone-different characters, the proportions of irregular characters are 
smaller in lower grades than in higher grades and are relatively smaller than those of regular and 
tone-different characters across grades. This finding goes in line with researchers’ suggestion for 
the sake of developing phonological metalinguistic awareness. In other words, in lower grades 
we should not focus too much on their correctness or accuracy of pronouncing characters. It is 
because lower graders are trying to apply their developing phonological knowledge to reading 
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based on their limited reading experience. Instead we should work on the underlying mechanism 
reflected through their errors and arrange appropriate texts which could facilitate the 
development of metalinguistic awareness for them. 
 Although Shu et al. (2003) suggested that children used the strategy of choosing the most 
frequent or dominant neighbors in pronouncing novel characters, it might still lead to an 
argument that children first acquiring the independent phonetics prior to their phonological 
neighbors would find the pronunciations of the neighbors easier as the prior exposure to the 
independent phonetics has set up a phonological reference when reading characters whose 
phonetic radicals are the independent phonetics, which in turn might improve children’s 
consistency knowledge. The findings reveal that there are about 70% of independent phonetics 
introduced in grade 1 and 2. However, there are only about 40% of independent phonetics whose 
neighbors appear in the same year or later than they do. Under the stated assumption, children 
may have 60% chances learning the neighbors first. Therefore, it is possible that they may 
become confused with the pronunciations of the phonological neighbors and independent 
phonetics when teachers explicitly introduce the role and functions of phonetic radicals to them. 
 There are totally 353 phonetic families in the newly revised textbooks, with family size 
ranging from 2 to 14. Most families contain 2 to 4 characters and very few have 5 or more 
characters. The mean and median family sizes are 3.65 and 3.00 characters, respectively. The 
number of phonetic families was greater (i.e. 402) in the old-versioned textbooks (Leung & Lee, 
2002). The mean and median family sizes of the old-versioned ones contained 4.02 and 3.00 
characters respectively. This shows that children may be exposed to fewer neighbors in the 
newly revised textbooks. It is expected that the consistency values of families is larger than the 
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real values. Hence, children may develop insufficient consistency knowledge when producing 
novel characters with the same phonetic radicals as in the old-versioned contents. 
 Considered next is the issue whether smooth transitions could be achieved in the different 
years that students have to change to use the new-versioned books. Generally, the effects of the 
transitions increase with grades, regardless of the nature of the parameters. The findings which 
show all negative percentage changes across grades may imply that all graders except grade 1 do 
not benefit from the revision of Chinese textbooks. One of the possible reasons is that there are 
four publishers used in the corpus of Leung and Lee (2002), while there are only two publishers 
used in this study. The textbooks of other publishers were not used because they have not revised 
their versions this year. Therefore, it is expected that data from the original corpus are more 
representative. Another reason may be that publishers hold other principles in defining what is 
good for children’s reading development. The third reason may be that the major concerns of 
publishers are diverse and perhaps commercially-driven. No matter what the case, it is no doubt 
that students starting to use the new-versioned books need to read more books on their own, or at 
least to be repeatedly exposed to the texts so their phonetic principle can continue to develop. 
 Concerning grade 2 students, they should learn more regular and tone-different characters 
by proportion at this stage. Chen, Wu and Anderson (2003) revealed that lower graders depend 
very much on phonetic radicals especially in pronouncing phonetic compounds as they tend to 
regard most, if not all, phonetic compounds as regular characters. Therefore, they are expected to 
produce many generalization errors. Besides, there should not be too many irregular characters 
by proportion at this stage to “interrupt” the development of phonetic knowledge at the early 
years of primary school. However, the findings unveil that they encounter fewer phonetic 
compounds by proportion, with fewer regular and tone-different characters (-1.3%) but more 
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irregular characters (+1.6%). Despite the undesired changes, there is percentage increase in the 
number of positive neighbors, i.e. they learn the independent phonetics in the same year or 
before their neighbors. The greatest effect on this grade is the number of new characters learnt 
and phonetic families. Practically, the effect is not overwhelming as they only encounter 88 
fewer characters. 
 Grade 3 and 4 students experience similar effects brought by the transitions. Their mean 
percentage changes are -5.3% and -5.4%, regardless of the nature of the parameters. Students 
now reach a higher stage at which they start to use partial information for pronunciation (Chen et 
al., 2003). Hallmarks of this stage involve their abilities to discriminate regular, semi-regular and 
irregular characters. Therefore, it is expected that the composition of the three types of phonetic 
compounds is quite even. The findings reveal that regular, semi-regular and irregular characters 
constitute 19%, 21%, 12% respectively in grade 3 and they are 21%, 21%, 12% respectively in 
grade 4. Although the percentages of irregular characters in the two grades are lower than the 
counterparts, Shu et al. (2003) find that there is a reciprocal relationship between regularity and 
frequency. Despite the unavailable information concerning their frequency values, it is expected 
that the 3 types of compound characters become more even by proportion than what they appear 
to be. In this sense, they can develop a higher awareness of the semi-regular characters than the 
lower graders. However, it is still uncertain whether they can use the partial information to 
pronounce novel characters since some level of phonological awareness is the prerequisite of 
using the partial information (Chen et al., 2003). The fact that the percentage decreases in 
independent phonetics, non-phonetic compounds that can be phonetic radicals, and regular plus 
tone-different characters might contribute to inadequate phonological awareness that hinders the 
reading development. 
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 Grade 5 and 6 students experience greatest influence of the transitions. EMB (2001) 
requires the higher graders to acquire more characters for writing and reading comprehension. 
However, they learn fewer characters by 55% (265 characters) and 78% (256 characters) 
respectively when they change to use the new-versioned books. It is hoped that children could 
read more reference books on their own to at least compensate for the loss. Chen et al. (2003) 
suggest that higher graders can now reach another more advanced stage in which they would 
consider the pronunciations of phonological neighbors to pronounce a novel character sharing 
the same phonetic radicals. If so, the fact that they acquire 21% (72 families) and 24% (83 
families) fewer phonetic families may affect their development of consistency knowledge. Given 
that most families contain 2 to 4 characters, it is fortunate that the percentage decrease in the 
number of family members might not cause devastating effect significantly on children’s reading 
development. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
 Under the measurement of the parameters, the major findings of the present study reveal 
that the contents of the newly revised textbooks do not facilitate children’s development in 
phonetic regularity and consistency knowledge as effectively as the old ones. It is shown that the 
effect of the revision increases with grades. For grade 1 students who have never used the old-
versioned books, the effect is minimal. Therefore, it is suggested that higher graders should be 
more proactive to read a variety of books in order to acquire more characters, or at least have 
more repeated exposures to their textbooks suggested by Anderson and associates (2002). 
 Given the stages in learning to read reviewed by Chen et al. (2003), the main point 
suggested here is the children’s flexibility of using the sophisticated phonetic knowledge in 
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reading. Highlighting or explicit teaching of the role and function of the phonetic radical in every 
phonetic compound would only reduce the flexibility and lead them to make more over 
generalization errors. In other words, systematic teaching of phonetic radicals should be reduced. 
Instead systematic exposure to texts that promote the development of metalinguistic awareness is 
recommended. The ideal arrangement of texts should go like this throughout the primary years 
progressively:  regular and consistent characters, semi-regular and consistent characters, irregular 
and consistent characters, regular and inconsistent characters, semi-regular and inconsistent 
characters, and irregular and inconsistent characters. The reason for varying phonetic regularity 
first, followed by phonological consistency is that consistency knowledge, which must take all 
neighbors into account, can only be built upon regularity, which is a localized concept  
concerning a character only. In higher grades, especially for those families containing more than 
4 characters, neighbors should be compared to highlight the phonological consistency of Chinese 
characters. Children’s consistency knowledge can only be refined and develop progressively 
through these systematic teaching methods of phonetic compounds (Ho et al., 1999). 
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APPENDIX 
 
Transition within version 
 
Character level 
 
Number of different characters by grades 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
974 1383 1895 2245 2493 2483 
 
Number and proportion of new characters learnt by grades 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Total 
- 598 603 513 382 245 2341 
- .255 .258 .219 .163 .105 1.00 
 
Proportion of phonetic compounds by grades 
Grades P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Total 
Proportion .580 .599 .633 .642 .644 .644 0.652 
Freq-weighted proportion .450 .456 .449 .453 .453 .452  
 
Proportion of non-phonetic compounds that can be phonetic radicals out of non-phonetic 
characters by grades 
Grades P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Total 
Proportion of non-phonetic characters .563 .559 .534 .533 .535 .539 .520 
Frequency-weighted .533 .530 .529 .548 .557 .558  
Proportion of total characters .229 .215 .182 .171 .164 .166 .140 
Freq-weighted proportion .291 .285 .288 .294 .298 .301  
 
Proportion of independent phonetics by grades 
Grades P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Total 
Proportion .289 .269 .234 .221 .215 .214 .186 
Freq-weighted proportion .332 .327 .332 .339 .347 .351  
 
Distribution of independent phonetic 
 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
Number of  
Independent phonetics upon first 
appearance 
281 (.46) 129 (.21) 78 (.13) 59 (.10) 36 (.06) 33 (.05) 
Members found before - 58 (.45) 47 (.60) 41 (.69) 32 (.89) 29 (.88) 
Members found same 132 (.47) 18 (.14) 12 (.15) 11 (.19) 3 (.08) 4 (.12) 
Members found after 149 (.53) 53 (.41) 19 (.24) 7 (.12) 1 (.03) - 
 
Sub-character level 
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Proportion of regular, semi-regular, and irregular semantic-phonetic compound characters by 
grade 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Regular .159 .175 .192 .209 .210 .202 
Semiregular       
OR .147 .143 .138 .128 .127 .126 
RT .0425 .0399 .0334 .0361 .0361 .0388 
OT .0442 .0399 .0392 .0430 .0405 .0375 
Irregular .119 .112 .121 .119 .120 .126 
 
Frequency-weighted proportion of regular, semiregular, and irregular semantic-phonetic 
compound characters by grade 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Regular .124 .133 .142 .141 .138 .144 
Semiregular       
OR .132 .135 .120 .121 .115 .110 
RT .0450 .0345 .0356 .0366 .0374 .0329 
OT .0528 .0492 .0494 .0450 .0436 .0455 
Irregular .165 .163 .172 .187 .196 .206 
 
Distribution of phonetic families by grades 
 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Total 
Number of phonetic families 260 327 425 484 518 500 602 
Mean family size 1.55 1.77 1.96 2.07 2.17 2.22 2.55 
Range of family size 1-6 1-8 1-12 1-9 1-12 1-12 1-14 
Details 6x3 
4x13 
3x18 
2x53 
1x173 
8x3 
7x2 
6x2 
5x9 
4x13 
3x32 
2x69 
1x197 
12x1 
9x2 
8x2 
7x2 
6x11 
5x14 
4x17 
3x51 
2x90 
1x235 
9x7 
8x3 
7x5 
6x9 
5x18 
4x26 
3x60 
2x105 
1x251 
12x1 
10x2 
9x3 
8x2 
7x8 
6x12 
5x17 
4x34 
3x75 
2x115 
1x249 
12x1 
11x2 
10x1 
9x3 
8x3 
7x6 
6x12 
5x14 
4x40 
3x68 
2x119 
1x231 
14x2 
12x2 
11x4 
10x4 
9x5 
8x7 
7x9 
6x22 
5x20 
4x59 
3x83 
2x136 
1x249 
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Transition across versions 
 
Case 1 (2
nd
 grader: old for 1 year; new for 5 years) 
Number and proportion of new characters learnt by grades:609 (-88 characters;-13%) 
Change in Proportion of phonetic compound: encounter 21 fewer different phonetic characters (-
1.6%) 
Change in Proportion of non-phonetic compounds that can be phonetic radicals: -15 characters (-
1.1%) 
Change in Proportion of independent phonetic characters: -30 characters (-2.2%) 
Change in proportion of positive neighbors: +6.2% 
Change in proportion of regular plus tone-different characters: -21 characters (-1.5%; freq: -1.3%) 
Change in proportion of irregular characters: +4 characters (+0.3%; freq: +1.6%) 
Change in proportion of the learnt phonetic families: -37 families (-22%) 
 
Case 2 (3
rd
 grader: old for 2 years; new for 4 years) 
Number and proportion of new characters learnt by grades:534 (-98 characters; -16%) 
Change in Proportion of phonetic compounds: encounter 34 fewer different phonetic characters 
(-1.8%) 
Change in Proportion of non-phonetic compounds that can be phonetic radicals: - 28 characters 
(-1.5%) 
Change in Proportion of independent phonetic characters: -51 characters (-2.7%) 
Change in proportion of positive neighbors: -8.2% 
Change in proportion of regular plus tone-different characters:  +2 characters (+0.1%; freq: -
1.7%) 
Change in proportion of irregular characters:  +13 characters (+0.7%; freq: +0.8%) 
Change in proportion of the learnt phonetic families: -45 families (-19%) 
 
Case 3 (4
th
 grader: old for 3 years; new for 3 years) 
Number and proportion of new characters learnt by grades:382 (-111 characters; -18%) 
Change in Proportion of phonetic compounds: encounter 72 fewer different phonetic characters 
(-3.2%) 
Change in Proportion of non-phonetic compounds that can be phonetic radicals: -27 characters (-
1.2%) 
Change in Proportion of independent phonetic characters: -43 characters (-1.9%) 
Change in Proportion of positive neighbors: -5.1% 
Change in proportion of regular plus tone-different characters: +2 characters (+0.1%; freq: -1.2%) 
Change in proportion of irregular characters: +2 characters (+0.1%; freq: +1.1%) 
Change in proportion of the learnt phonetic families: -72 families (-24%) 
 
Case 4 (5
th
 grader: old for 4 years; new for 2 years) 
Number and proportion of new characters learnt by grades:215 (-265characters; -55%) 
Change in Proportion of phonetic compounds: encounter 120 fewer different phonetic characters 
(-4.8%) 
Change in Proportion of non-phonetic compounds that can be phonetic radicals: -17 characters (-
0.7%) 
Change in Proportion of independent phonetic characters: -42 characters (-1.7%) 
Change in Proportion of positive neighbors: -15.5% 
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Change in proportion of regular plus tone-different characters: +10 characters (+0.4%; freq: -
1.2%) 
Change in proportion of irregular characters: 0 characters (0%; freq: +1.5%) 
Change in proportion of the learnt phonetic families: -72 families (-21%) 
 
Case 5 (6
th
 grader: old for 5 years; new for 1 year) 
Number and proportion of new characters learnt by grades:73 (-256 characters; -78%) 
Change in Proportion of phonetic compounds: encounter 132 fewer different phonetic characters 
(-5.3%) 
Change in Proportion of non-phonetic compounds that can be phonetic radicals: +2 characters 
(+0.1%) 
Change in Proportion of independent phonetic characters: -12 characters (-0.5%) 
Change in Proportion of positive neighbors: -0.5% 
Change in proportion of regular plus tone-different characters: -32 characters (-1.3%; freq: -0.5%) 
Change in proportion of irregular characters: +10 characters (+0.4%; +1.2%) 
Change in proportion of the learnt phonetic families: -83 families (-24%) 
 
Character level (Data of the old-versioned textbooks in brackets) 
Number of different characters by grades 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Total 
974 (901) 1383 
(1538) 
1895 
(2083) 
2245 
(2586) 
2493 
(2967) 
2483 
(3089) 
3316 
(3632) 
.294 (.248) .417 (.423) .571 (.574) .677 (.712) .752 (.817) .749 (.850)  
 
Number and proportion of new characters learnt by grades 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Total 
974 (901) 598 (697) 603 (632) 513 (593) 382 (480) 245 (329) 3315 
(3632) 
 
Proportion of phonetic compounds by grades 
Grades P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Total 
Proportion .580 (.592) .599 (.614) .633 (.651) .642 (.674) .644 (.692) .644 (.697) 0.652 (.716) 
Freq-weighted 
proportion 
.450 (.456) .456 (.473) .449 (.476) .453 (.480) .453 (.477) .452 (.458)  
 
Proportion of non-phonetic compounds that can be phonetic by grades 
Grades P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Total 
Proportion .229(.245) .215(.226) .182(.197) .171(.183) .164(.171) .166(.165) .140(.154) 
Freq-weighted 
proportion 
.291(.325) .285(.311) .288(.310) .294(.312) .298(.323) .301(.338)  
 
Proportion of independent phonetics by grades 
Grades P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Total 
Proportion .289 (.316) .269 (.291) .234 (.261) .221 (.240) .215(.232) .214(.219) .186(.203) 
Freq-weighted 
proportion 
.332 (.381) .327 (.369) .332 (.371) .339 (.373) .347(.387) .351(.403)  
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Distribution of independent phonetic (phonetic radicals that can stand in isolation) 
 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
Number of  
Independent phonetics upon first 
appearance 
281 (.46) 
285(.386) 
129 (.21) 
168(.227) 
78 (.13) 
108(.146) 
59 (.10) 
97(.131) 
36 (.06) 
49(.0663) 
33 (.05) 
32(.0433) 
Members found before - 58 (.45) 
59(.351) 
47 (.60) 
57(.528) 
41 (.69) 
62(.639) 
32 (.89) 
36(.735) 
29 (.88) 
28(.875) 
Members found same 132 (.47) 
107(.375) 
18 (.14) 
29(.173) 
12 (.15) 
20(.185) 
11 (.19) 
13(.134) 
3 (.08) 
5(.102) 
4 (.12) 
4(.125) 
Members found after 149 (.53) 
178(.625) 
53 (.41) 
80(.315) 
19 (.24) 
31(.287) 
7 (.12) 
22(.227) 
1 (.03) 
8(.163) 
- 
 
Sub-character level 
Proportion of regular, semiregular, and irregular semantic-phonetic compound characters by 
grade 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Regular .159 (.171) .175 (.190) .192 (.196) .209 (.206) .210 (.211) .202 (.216) 
Semiregular   .211 .207   
OR .147 (.150) .143 (.143) .138 (.133) .128 (.130) .127 (.122) .126 (.125) 
RT .0425 (.0394) .0399 (.0328) .0334 (.0362) .0361 (.0344) .0361(.0326) .0388 (.0353) 
OT .0442 (.0375) .0399 (.0360) .0392 (.0406) .0430 (.0396) .0405 (.0399) .0375 (.0441) 
Irregular .119 (.124) .112 (.109) .121 (.114) .119 (.118) .120 (.120) .126 (.122) 
 
Frequency-weighted proportion of regular, semiregular, and irregular semantic-phonetic 
compound characters by grade 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Regular .124 (.146) .133 (.148) .142 (.149) .141(.154) .138 (.151) .144 (.148) 
Semiregular       
OR .132 (.153) .135(.133) .120 (.130) .121(.121) .115 (.114) .110(.111) 
RT .0450(.0495) .0345(.0362) .0356(.0413) .0366 (.0366) .0374 (.0357) .0329(.0361) 
OT .0528(.0451) .0492(.0434) .0494(.0460) .0450 (.0450) .0436 (.0437) .0455(.0458) 
Irregular .165 (.125) .163 (.147) .172(.164) .187 (.176) .196(.184) .206(.194) 
 
 Distribution of phonetic families by grades (exclude “orphan”) 
 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Total 
Number of 
phonetic 
families 
87(88) 130 (167) 190(235) 233 (305) 269(341) 269(352) 353(419) 
Mean family 
size 
2.64(2.67) 2.93(2.96) 3.14(3.29) 3.26(3.2) 3.27(3.68) 3.28(3.77) 3.65(4.02) 
Range of 
family size 
2-6(2-8) 2-8(2-10) 2-12(2-10) 2-9(2-11) 2-12(2-14) 2-12(2-13) 2-14 (2-14) 
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